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Coleman tunneling in a general scalar potential with two non-degenerate minima is known to
have an approximation in terms of a piecewise linear triangular-shaped potential with sharp ’kinks’
at the place of the local minima. This approximate potential has a regime where the existence of
the bounce solution needs the scalar field to ’wait’ for some amount of Euclidean time at one of the
’kinks’. We discuss under which conditions a kink approximation of locally smooth ’cap’ regions
provides a good estimate for the bounce action.
I. INTRODUCTION
A semi-classical approach to quantum tunneling pro-
cesses in field theory has been presented in a series of
pioneering papers [1], [2]. The role of gravity in the pro-
cess of tunneling was subsequently considered in [3]. The
authors presented a scheme for calculating tunneling am-
plitudes for transitions from false to true vacua. The cal-
culation involves the evaluation of the Euclidean action
of the bounce solution to the imaginary-time equations of
motion. The existence of the bounce solution was proven
in generality in [1]. For almost degenerate vacuum en-
ergy, the thin-wall approximation can be used to calcu-
late the tunneling amplitude without having to compute
the bounce solution.
Given the fact that a bounce exists, a necessary and
sufficient condition in this scheme for the false vacuum to
be unstable and tunneling to occur is the existence of a
single negative eigenvalue of the operator δ2S, the second
variational derivative of the Euclidean action evaluated
at the bounce, [4]. Various authors examined systems
where the tunneling rate may become zero due to the
non-existence of a bounce solution. This can e.g. happen
through the appearance of singularities in multi-field se-
tups including gravity [5], [6] that can be seen as the lim-
iting case of a bouncing path that is extremely stretched
[7], [8]. Other examples for systems without bounce solu-
tions are given by potentials with intermediate vacua [9],
[10]. Therefore, the decay process of false vacua via tun-
neling in the semi-classical picture firstly depends on the
existence of a bounce under consistent approximations,
and secondly on having only one negative eigenvalue of
δ2S.
In this short note, we would like to examine the validity
of the kink approximation in the single field setup, i.e. of
bounce solutions in piecewise linear potentials that act as
approximations to locally smooth potentials. It is clear
that violating the conditions set out (implicitly) in the
proof of [1] is difficult in any physically realistic setup.
Still this does not guarantee that the two pictures lead
to quantitatively similar actions.
Consider an effective potential that has sharp minima
and maxima (’kinks’), see Figure 1. Potentials of this
shape can occur in the Randall-Sundrum scenario [11]
and variants thereof [12, 13]. Tunneling in this setup
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FIG. 1: The piecewise linear potential first analyzed by [14].
For |φ+ − φT | > |φ− − φT |, the bounce solution can only be
found after modifying the initial conditions.
was first discussed analytically in [14]. In this case, for
certain ranges of parameters, a consistent bounce solu-
tion exists if we allow the field to rest for some amount
of Euclidean time at the true minimum. With this field
profile, it is possible for the relevant friction term to die
off sufficiently so that the field can roll back up to the
false vacuum. Having the field ’wait’ in such a manner is
only an approximation to the physical situation in which
the tip of the potential is replaced by a smooth cap.
In the next Section we briefly review the original argu-
ments for the existence of bounce solutions in the single
field setup. In Section III, we discuss the tunneling in a
piecewise linear potential and explain how smoothing of
the potential is important for certain parameter ranges of
the potential. This subsequently leads us to a condition
on the smooth potential for a meaningful approximation
in terms of a piecewise linear potential in Section IV. In
Section V, we comment on the applicability of the shoot-
ing algorithm in the smooth potential and we conclude
in Section VI.
II. EXISTENCE OF BOUNCE SOLUTIONS
In his pioneering paper [1], Coleman offered an exis-
tence proof for the bounce solution. We briefly sketch
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FIG. 2: Schematic view of a potential with an existing bounce
solution. The crucial part is that the true minimum is a
smooth function of φ, i.e. ∂φV is continuous.
this proof before we specialize to piecewise linear poten-
tials in the next Section.
In the inverted potential (see Figure 2), the bounce
solution φB
1 is the solution to the equation of motion (in
3 + 1 dimensional Euclidean space time)
φ′′ +
3
r
φ′ − ∂φV = 0 , (1)
where φ′ ≡ ∂rφ with the following properties. At the
center of the bubble, at r = 0, the field sits with zero
velocity at position φ0 somewhere between φT , the lo-
cation of the top of the potential barrier, and φ−, the
location of the true vacuum. For r > 0, the field moves
towards the false vacuum φ+, reaching it with zero speed
for r → ∞. Owing to the friction term in Eq. (1), it is
not immediately clear that the field can ever reach φ+.
Inside of the bubble, starting ever closer to φ−, the
field can sit almost fixed at that position for a longer and
longer time – until friction dies off. Then, energy conser-
vation makes the field roll past φ+ as long as ∆V− ≥ ∆V+
(φ± being the location of the false and true vacuum re-
spectively, and ∆V± = VT−V±). To show that overshoot-
ing past φ+ occurs for starting values φ0 close enough to
φ−, we need to be somewhat quantitative: For analytic
potentials it is possible to linearize the equation of mo-
tion close to the true vacuum φ−, giving(
∂2r +
3
r
∂r − µ2
)
(φ− φ−) = 0 , (2)
with µ2 = V ′′(φ−). It is solved by
φ(r)− φ− = 2(φ0 − φ−)I1(µr)
µr
, (3)
1 The term bounce stems from the description of this process in
QM, where the field sits in the false vacuum for t→ −∞, reaches
the true vacuum at some −∞ < t∗ < ∞, and rolls back to the
false vacuum for t→∞.
where I1 is the Bessel function of the first kind, see [1].
Hence for φ0 ever closer to φ−, the field can sit near φ−
for larger and larger r. Making the initial displacement
from φ− sufficiently small, r becomes large enough such
that the friction term effectively disappears. Thus by
energy conservation, φ can rush past φ+.
On the other hand, starting far away from the top of
the inverted potential, the field does not have enough
energy to climb up to φ+. Thus, by continuity, there
must be an initial value φ0 being φT < φ0 < φ− such
that the field reaches φ+ with zero velocity.
III. PIECEWISE LINEAR POTENTIALS
The existence of the bounce crucially depends on the
possibility of the field to spend arbitrarily long times ar-
bitrarily close to the true vacuum. In other words, if
the equation of motion (2) takes on a different form, it
is not guaranteed that the field can spend enough time
near the true minimum for the friction term to die out.
In particular, it is intuitively clear that this is the case
for piecewise linear potentials, see Figure 1. In the fol-
lowing, we discuss the tunneling solutions in detail for a
piecewise linear potential, pointing out several subtleties
before we analyze the transition to the smooth and reg-
ular potential where the kinks are resolved by caps.
Tunneling in a piecewise linear potential
V =
{
VT + λ+(φ− φT ) , φ < φT
VT − λ−(φ− φT ) , φ ≥ φT , (4)
has been analyzed by [14], see Figure 1. We present their
analysis in a slightly different form.
First of all, we set φT = VT = 0 as shifts in the field
and in the zero point energy do not change the physics
– ignoring the effects of gravity. Solving the equation of
motion inside of the bubble
φ′′i +
3
r
φ′i + λ− = 0 , (5)
subject to φ(0) = φ0, φ
′(0) = 0, we find
φi = φ0 − λ−
8
r2 . (6)
Enforcing the matching condition φi(RT ) = 0 gives
RT = 2
√
2φ0
λ−
. (7)
Solving the equation of motion on the outside of the bub-
ble
φ′′o +
3
r
φ′o − λ+ = 0 , (8)
subject to φo(RT ) = 0, φ
′
o(RT ) = φ
′
i(RT ), we find
φo =
(R2T − r2)(R2T (λ− + λ+)− r2λ+)
8r2
. (9)
3On the outside, the field settles in the false vacuum at
radius R+ > RT , for which φ
′
o(R+) = 0
R+ =
(
1 +
λ−
λ+
)1/4
RT . (10)
At this position, the field has the value
φo(R+) ≡ φ+ = −φ0
√
1 + c− 1√
1 + c+ 1
, (11)
where c = λ−/λ+. As φ0 < φ−, this gives a restriction
on the shape of the potential
α ≡ −φ+
φ−
≤ −φ+
φ0
=
√
1 + c− 1√
1 + c+ 1
< 1 . (12)
This is equivalent to
∆V+
∆V−
≤ 1
2 + c+ 2
√
1 + c
≤ 1
4
. (13)
In other words, the bounce solutions given by Eq. (6)
and Eq. (9) with initial condition φ(0) = φ0, φ
′(0) = 0
are only valid for the parameter range α < 1 and ∆ ≡
∆V+/∆V− < 14 .
As was already pointed out by [14], outside of this
parameter range, the initial conditions need to be mod-
ified to find a bounce solution. These modifications are
explored in more detail below. But before proceeding,
let us take a look at the physical meaning of these con-
ditions. It corresponds to a potential profile where the
energy difference between the false and the true vacuum
is large (i.e. not thin-wall) and |φ+| < |φ−|. In this case,
it is always possible to find a field position φ0 < φ− with
zero initial velocity such that the field can roll up the hill
to φ+.
On the other hand, if either ∆ > 1/4 for any value of
α, or ∆ < 1/4 and α > 1, it is not immediately clear
that a bounce solution exists for φ0 ≤ φ−. The physical
picture is as follows:
For ∆ > 1/4 (and any value of α), there is a smaller
energy difference between the true and the false mini-
mum – in the extreme case, making the energy difference
infinitesimally small for ∆ → 1, the thin-wall limit. For
almost degenerate minima, the field would need to wait
near the true minimum for the friction term to fall off.
But the linear potential makes it impossible for the field
to stay longer at that initial position. Therefore, with
a small energy difference between the true and the false
vacuum, the field can not roll up the hill due to friction,
and no solution exists that reaches φ+.
For ∆ < 1/4 and α > 1, although the field has a large
potential energy to start with, the non-vanishing friction
term still prevents it from climbing up the long shallow
part to reach φ+.
Another example in which a large difference in po-
tential energy does not guarantee a bounce solution are
scalar potentials with local φ4 (or higher power) behavior
V = −c4
4
(φ− φ∗)4 + higher order , c4 > 0 . (14)
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FIG. 3: Shape of a true minimum for which no bounce exists.
If the wings of the trough at φ− are polynomials of at least
order 4, the bounce solution in the inverted potential cannot
roll past the point φ∗ on the left.
For solutions to the equation of motion
φ′′ +
3
r
φ′ + c4(φ− φ∗)3 = 0 , (15)
with initial conditions φ(0) = φ0 and φ
′(0) = 0, the field
reaches φ = φ∗ with zero speed [15] independent from
the release point φ0. If the φ
4 behavior ends with a kink
(as depicted in Figure 3) no bounce solution exists.
It is important to note that the arguments illustrated
in Section II do not immediately hold here: there is no
quadratic approximation of the potential around the true
minimum to get Eq. (2). In a linear potential, putting the
initial position ever closer to the true minimum φ− does
not force the field to spend an ever longer time there.
As [14] pointed out, one thus needs to modify the ini-
tial conditions. Inside the bubble, the field should be
artificially fixed at the true minimum φ− until radius
R0. This should be understood as an approximation. In
particular, this can be interpreted as mimicking the ef-
fect of removing the kink and replacing it with a smooth
cap. In this suitably capped potential, the field can sit
arbitrarily close to the true minimum and spend ever
longer time there. It is clear that the original argument
of the existence of bounce solution as outlined in Section
II immediately holds.
This waiting period can be realized by a change in the
boundary conditions as first done by [14] for a piecewise
linear potential. The modified initial conditions become
φi(r) = φ−, φ′i(r) = 0 for 0 ≤ r ≤ R0, giving
φi(r) = φ− − (r
2 −R20)2
8r2
λ− (16)
for R0 ≤ r < RT . Outside of the bubble at R+ > RT ,
the field comes to rest in the false vacuum φ′o(R+) = 0,
φ′o(R+) = 0, giving
φo(r) = φ+ +
(r2 −R2+)2
8r2
λ+ . (17)
4Now matching the two solutions φi(RT ) = 0 = φo(RT ),
φ′i(RT ) = φ
′
o(RT ) gives
R0 =
φ−
1−√∆
√
2
V−
√
(1 + α)
[
α− 1 + 2
√
∆
]
,
RT =
φ−
1−√∆
√
2
V−
(1 + α) , (18)
R+ =
φ−
1−√∆
√
2
V−
√
(1 + α)
[
1 + α
(
2√
∆
− 1
)]
,
with R0 < RT < R+, α = −φ+φ− , ∆V± = VT − V± and
∆ = ∆V+∆V− . Note that the condition that R0 is real implies
that α > 1− 2√∆.
The tunneling amplitude can then be computed as
B = Ba +Bb +Bc , (19)
with
Ba = 2pi
2
∫ R0
0
dr r3 (−λ−φ− − λ+φ+) , (20)
Bb = 2pi
2
∫ RT
R0
dr r3
(
1
2
φ′2L − λ−φL − λ+φ+
)
, (21)
Bc = 2pi
2
∫ R+
RT
dr r3
(
1
2
φ′2R + λ+φR − λ+φ+
)
,(22)
giving
B =
2pi2
3
φ4−
∆V−
(1 + α)3
(
(α− 3)√∆ + 1− 3α
)
(
√
∆− 1)3 .(23)
For certain choices of parameters of a piecewise linear
potential, we just saw that the bounce solutions exist
only when we keep the field artificially fixed at the true
minimum. Holding it there for a sufficiently long time,
the damping term becomes small enough such that the
field can reach the false vacuum with zero velocity. This
should be thought of as an approximation to the physical
situation of smoothing the tip with a cap.
IV. CAPS VERSUS KINKS
In this Section, we discuss in which cases replacing the
tip of a piecewise linear potential with a smooth cap can
be well approximated by keeping the field artificially fixed
at the minimum as outlined in the previous Section. This
means that the original argument by Coleman guarantees
the existence of a bounce. Here we focus on the error
in the tunneling action which is introduced by the kink
approximation.
Suppose that a piecewise linear potential is obtained as
the limit of a regular smooth potential. The scale δφ on
which the kink is resolved in the regular potential serves
Φ
V
FIG. 4: The piecewise linear potential and different regu-
lar potentials in the cap region. The three potentials on the
bottom pass the criterion (24) while the potential on top can
lead to large deviations in the bounce action.
as expansion parameter δφ |φT −φ−|. Apparently, the
bounce actions can be very different, if the smooth poten-
tial varies strongly in the cap region. For example, if the
potential has a large positive spike, the bounce solution
can leave the cap region with a sizable velocity that can
alter the bounce action significantly. Hence we demand
that the potential in the cap does not differ too much
from the corresponding value V− in the kink potential
at least up to the first local minimum in the regularized
potential
|V cap− − V kink− | <∼ λ−δφ. (24)
Still, the potential can vary strongly in the cap region in
the sense that its derivative does not need to be small.
Some examples are given in Figure 4.
Now, consider the bounce solutions for the kink poten-
tial and the cap potential outside the cap region. Even for
large r these two solutions only coincide approximately.
It might well be that one of the two solutions passes a
given point in the potential a little bit later but com-
pensates by a slightly smaller velocity. The former effect
leads to a reduced friction that is compensated by the
latter effect.
Even a small difference between the two bounces can
have a large effect on the action. To see this, consider a
piecewise linear potential with two slightly different kink
positions φ− but same slope λ−. Suppose that we would
arrange this shift in φ− such that the bounce solution of
this modified kink potential and the bounce of the regular
potential coincide. The potential with the more remote
kink position φ− has a smaller R0. According to (23),
a shift ∆φ− leads generically to a change in the bounce
action of order δB/B ∼ ∆φ−/φ− and hence be small.
Only in the thin wall regime where ∆ ' 1 this change
can be large and of order
δB
B
' 3
2
1√
∆− 1
∆φ−
φ−
. (25)
5Fortunately, ∆φ− cannot be larger than δφ. We prove
this by contradiction. The solution to the field equations
of motion are (see Eq. (16))
φi(r) = φ− + ∆φ− − (r
2 − (R0 + δR0)2)2
8r2
λ− .(26)
Now assume δφ  ∆φ−  φ−: the field leaves the cap
at
r2 − (R0 + δR0)2 '
√
8∆φ−(R0 + δR0)2/λ− (27)
with velocity
φ′i '
√
2∆φ−λ−. (28)
However, due to energy conservation and the condition
(24), the energy at the border of the cap cannot exceed
the potential energy. This implies
φ′i <∼
√
2λ−δφ, (29)
and hence ∆φ− <∼ δφ such that
δB
B
<∼
3
2
1√
∆− 1
δφ
φ−
. (30)
Thus we demand
√
∆− 1 δφ
φ−
, (31)
in order to obtain accurate results for the bounce action
in the kink approximation.
Even though our reasoning above seems very conser-
vative, no better upper bound on the variation of the
action exists in the thin-wall regime. The boundary of
the relation (31) is equivalent to
|V+ − V−| ' λ−δφ , (32)
but in this case the potential difference between the true
and false vacua in the regular capped potential can be
very different from that in the kink potential. This can
lead to grossly different bounce actions. For this special
situation, the constraint in (30) is saturated.
Combining the criteria (24) and (31), our two condi-
tions on the kink approximation read
|V cap− − V kink− | <∼ λ−δφ |V kink+ − V kink− | . (33)
In general, the kink approximation turns out to be very
robust, as eq. (33) only limits strong variations of the
scalar potential within the smooth ’ cap’ region. The
exception to the general case is given by the thin-wall
limit. There, the tunneling action depends sensitively on
the bubble wall tension and the vacuum energy differ-
ence. Hence, in this regime the thin-wall approximation
is more appropriate. The kink approximation agrees with
the thin-wall limit if it keeps constant the bubble wall
tension and the vacuum energy difference.
V. EXOTIC CAPS
In the preceding Sections, we demonstrated that under
most circumstances, smoothing the kink in a piecewise
linear potential is equivalent to holding the field fixed at
some radius R0. This statement depends crucially on the
choice of cap that replaces the kink. The shape of the cap
must be such that the field can spend an arbitrarily long
time R close to the true vacuum to allow the friction term
to get sufficiently small. This time R is approximately
(assuming that friction dominates over acceleration in
the equation of motion)
3
r
dφ
dr
≈ V ′(φ) ⇒
∫ φ(R)
φ0
dφ
V ′(φ)
=
1
6
R2 . (34)
To spend an arbitrary and potentially infinite amount of
time near the cap, the integral must diverge in the limit
φ0 → φ−. Certainly this is true for analytic potentials
with a finite mass |V ′′(φ−)| < ∞. For example, taking
V (φ) = 12m
2φ2, it is clear that the integrand becomes
1/V ′(φ) = 1/m2φ which is logarithmically divergent.
However, potentials such that the integral is finite in
the limit φ0 → φ− do also exist. One class of examples
are potentials of the form V ∝ |φ−φ−|α, with 1 < α < 2,
which we shall now analyze in more detail. The derivative
of the potential at the minimum is V ′(φ∗) = 0 in the limit
φ∗ → φ− both from the left and from the right.
To set up the full picture, let us assume a piecewise
potential, where we examine the area around the cap.
We assume that the other piecewise parts of the potential
contain at least one other local minimum. The complete
bounce is given by matching the solutions in each part of
the potential. We solve the equations of motion for the
bounce in the part of the potential describing the cap
where V (φ) = λ|φ − φ−|α, 1 < α < 2. The equation of
motion reads
φ′′ +
3
r
φ′ − λα sgn(φ− φ−)|φ− φ−|α−1 = 0 , (35)
subject to the boundary conditions φ(0) = φ0, φ
′(0) = 0.
Even in the limit φ0 → φ−, the solution spends only a
finite amount of time in the cap region and is given by
φ(r) = φ− +
(
4αλ(α− 2)2
3− α
) 1
2−α
r
2
2−α . (36)
Hence, even though the field starts off from the extremum
where there is no force (V ′(φ−) = 0), it begins rolling
away in finite time. However, this does not imply that
there is no bounce. The field can wait for some time at
φ− and then still leave the cap in finite time (friction is
even less important than in the previous case). This so-
lution can be obtained by using the boundary conditions
φ(R0) = φ0 and φ
′(R0) = 0, and sending the release
point subsequently to φ−. If the waiting period R0 is
chosen appropriately, the field reaches the false vacuum,
thus constituting a bounce solution.
6Numerically, the bounce solution is often determined
using the shooting algorithm [1]. In this case, a release
position for the field is chosen and the corresponding ini-
tial value problem using the equation of motion is solved.
The release point is then varied until the correct bound-
ary conditions of the bounce solution in the false vacuum
are fulfilled. Obviously, a bounce of the kind described
above cannot be found with the conventional shooting
algorithm.
This situation might be rather surprising, since the
potential is smooth and even differentiable everywhere.
This special situation arises because the equation of mo-
tion for the bounce in the potential (35) with α < 2
does not fulfill the Lipschitz condition. Hence the Picard-
Lindelo¨f theorem does not hold and a solution to the ini-
tial value problem is not necessarily unique. This kind of
situation is well known in the philosophy of science com-
munity [16] in the context of classical mechanics. For-
tunately, here we need not concern ourselves with the
initial value problem. We are interested in computing
the tunneling amplitude, and the bounce solution with
the usual boundary conditions is indeed unique. So for
this kind of smooth and regular potential, one can be in
the situation that the kink approximation describes the
tunneling process quite well, while the common shooting
algorithm fails.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have addressed the range of validity the kink ap-
proximation to Coleman tunneling in a smooth potential.
Tunneling in a piecewise linear potential with kings was
first discussed analytically in [14]. For certain ranges of
parameters, a consistent bounce solution exists only if
the field can rest for some amount of Euclidean time at
the true vacuum. With this field profile, it is possible for
the relevant friction term to die off sufficiently so that
the field can roll back up to the false vacuum. Having
the field ’wait’ in such a manner is only an approxima-
tion to the full bounce solution where the tip represents
a smooth cap of a regular potential.
We found that replacing a regular smooth potential
by its piecewise linear approximation is a very robust
procedure. A sufficient criterion for the bounce action of
the kink potential to yield accurate results is given by
|V cap− − V kink− | <∼ λ−δφ |V kink+ − V kink− | . (37)
Here, δφ is the scale on which the kink is resolved in
the smooth and regular potential, λ− denotes the slope
in the kink potential close to the true minimum and V∓
denote values of the potential in the true (false) vacuum,
respectively.
The first inequality reflects the fact that the bounce
action varies strongly if the field can accumulate a sizable
kinetic energy in the cap; the second inequality results
from the fact that the bounce action is very sensitive to
the potential difference between the true and the false
vacuum in the thin-wall regime.
For example, this includes potentials that fluctuate
strongly or that do not have a finite second derivative
in the true vacuum, as for potentials that behave close
to the true vacuum as V ' (φ − φ−)α with 1 < α < 2.
In particular, for the latter class of potentials, the kink
approximation yields accurate results even though the
bounce solutions cannot be obtained from the regular
potential using the conventional shooting algorithm.
Violations of the condition Eq. (37) can appear for in-
stance within the context of the 4D effective field theory
approximation to a theory of quantum gravity such as
string theory. It is not clear how to self-consistently de-
scribe caps with curvature larger than M2p within this
framework. In particular, in such a high curvature cap,
steep local maxima acting as large positive spikes as dis-
cussed before cannot be excluded. In a situation where
the cap is confined to such a region of strong quantum
gravity effects, we can no longer guarantee that condi-
tion (37) is satisfied from a calculation of the cap from
effective field theory. Thus, a description of the tunnel-
ing using the description of [1] and [3] entirely within
the realm of effective field theory is not possible for a
high curvature cap. In this case, full quantum gravity
effects must be incorporated to calculate the tunneling
amplitude.
The kink approximation in terms of piecewise linear
potentials [14] was used to estimate the tunneling rate in
highly asymmetrical potentials far away from the thin-
wall limit. Examples arise in theories of meta-stable dy-
namical supersymmetry breaking in N = 1 gauge the-
ories [17], or their embedding into heterotic string the-
ory [18]. The kink approximation was used there without
any prior justification of its validity, and might have led
to qualitatively different life times, which motivated our
work.
Beyond field theory, possible examples in string the-
ory are e.g. warped compactifications with D3-branes. In
such compactifications, the warp factor contributes to the
4D effective scalar potential. To leading order, the warp
factor, and in turn its contribution to the 4D scalar po-
tential, may develop ’kinks’ at the position of a D3-brane,
similar to the case of 5D warped Randall-Sundrum com-
pactifications [11]. String theory effects can smooth such
’kinks’, but the curvature of the smoothing cap may then
be too large, as mentioned above, for a treatment within
effective field theory alone.
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